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Well what a situation we find ourselves in these days. I suppose we are sat
waiting to see whether the maniac in the Kremlin get's popped off before he
can press the magic button or not. It has the makings of a James Bond
Movie or a latest best seller. You literally couldn't make it up. Of course, our
hearts go out to all those in the Ukraine but we must wonder when this
madness will stop.
On the home front of Mentoring Writers we have been plodding along, and
that is what I am doing slowly but surely while still recovering from the
knee op. I have been helping a number of new writers take up the pen and
start their journey down the road into the crazy world of writing. I call it
crazy, as I often think it is, especially since reading in the news yesterday I
discovered that a new book has been written by a transgender author who
is now facing a backlash over her twisted horror novel which depicts JK
Rowling’s violent death at the hands of trans activists in a fire in a Scottish
castle.
Gretchen Felker-Martin has received praise from some readers for her postapocalyptic fantasy which sees a virus turn men into zombies. But the novel
– produced by an imprint of publishing giant Macmillan – has also been
panned as ‘misogynistic bile’ from an ‘unhinged’ writer.
Miss Rowling has faced a barrage of abuse in the past few years over her
views on the trans debate, including death threats. Also the Harry Potter
author has been accused of being transphobic over her claims that
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that biological sex is real.
One newspaper report I read was certainly offended by the new book as
she felt it gave not just good authors but traditional publishers a bad
name. As far as she was concerned Macmillan was allowing it to become
open warfare on anyone they wanted, regardless of whether it was
justified or not. The journalist wondered what the hell the writing world
was coming to. And in some respects I must admit she is correct. After all
we have had big companies creating comic strips about an innocent child
(ie Prince George) with people thinking it's acceptable. It frightens one to
think that we could all be vulnerable to such character assassination?
What are your thoughts?
On a new front, I have moved on with the venture of doing an Audio
recording and so far I have had some good response. The company I am
using are now in the process of recording the entire book of Dear Friends:
Letters of Abroad. Its obviously going to take awhile as the novel is over
90,000 words but the samples have so far been excellent. I am having two
narrators as there are two main protagonists and both ladies sound
great. Will keep you all posted.
It appears that the return of London Book Week at the beginning of April
went down well. I read many asking on social media whether it was worth
attending? Well, from the reviews given by Alli members it looks as if it
was, so I suggest it might be one for next years diary folks.
And that's it for this update. Catch some more news inside and keep
having fun writing.

Ann Brady

POETS
CORNER
FRANCIS ELLEN WATKINS HARPER
This month I am introducing you to Francis Ellen Watkins
Harper - American abolitionist, suffragist, poet, teacher,
public speaker and writer. Born in Baltimore, Francis at the
age of 67 became one of the first Black women to publish a
novel, titled Iola Leroy. By chance I came across a poem by
Francis about that most common of weeds and thought you
might like to read it.

DANDELIONS
Welcome children of the Spring
In your garbs of green and gold
Lifting up your sun-crowned
heads
On the verdant plain and wold.
As a bright and joyous troop
From the breast of earth ye came
Fair and lovely are your cheeks
With sun-kisses all aflame
In the dusty streets and lanes
Where the lowly children play
There as gentle friends ye smile
Making brighter life's highway.
Dewdrops and the morning sun
Weave your garments fair

and bright,
And we welcome you to-day
As the children of the light.
Children of the earth and sun
We are slow to understand
All the richness of the gifts
Flowing from our Father's hand.

This is such a delightful poem
that makes us look at the
dandelion in a different way.
I then found a contrast poem on
the same subject- read on
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When I read this poem I
wanted to rename it:

BENEATH THE DANDELIONS
but that would be an insult to
the poet who titled it:
Mr. Max Boyce

ABERFAN
A shy and fragile leaf now green
In a bright and plastic room
On tender stem if offers forth
To cast its earthen womb
Fed by a valley's tears
That watched it leaf and grow
To tell of ones that sleep the night
In Aberfan below.
One day those sleepy flowers
Will leave that sun-sealed land
And wink away the night
That no one understands
To tell us why that summer fades
In a single afternoon
And why that in Aberfan
Did Autumn come so soon.

LIS'S POETRY
GROUP
If you are interested in trying
poetry but feel perhaps you
aren't good enough, or maybe
thinks it's something that is too
posh for you? Well think again
because that is just not the
case.
Poetry in all it's forms is
making a great comeback (that
is if it ever really went away).
The idea of writing short
spurts of prose should appeal
where writing a novel doesn't.
So come on, why not check out
Lis's Poetry Group. We discuss
poetry formats, listen to poems
we've written, usually based on
given prompts and have a
general chit chat about poetry,
and sometimes other things as
well. And all this happens
within an hour.
The meetings are currently
held via Zoom, with the group
meeting on the last Saturday in
the month (2PM TO 3PM
Go on, come along and join us.
Click for the link
or email:
lis@lismcdermottauthor.co.uk

COMPETITIONS
THE PAGE TURNER AWARDS
The Page Turner Awards Writing
Competition is due to close soon, so if
you haven't entered you still have a
chance to do so. There is a great
selection of prizes to be won from
screenwriting to a publishers contract,
audio deal to a couple of mentoring
prizes. Closes 31/05
Check it out now.

WILDFIRE WORDS POEM COMP.
Poets entering the contest may
interpret the 'Every Breath' theme in
any way, and write in any poetic form.
There is a first prize of £350, and second
and third prizes of £150 and £75. Up to
three commended poets will each get
£25. The winners and longlisted poems
will be published in a print anthology
and online by wildfire words.
Closes 15/07 - Check it out.

HG Wells Short Story Competition
This year's contest is for original,
unpublished short stories up to words
between 1,500 and 5,000 words on the
theme of 'Switch', which can be
interpreted as broadly as the writer
wishes. Winners and shortlisted
entrants will be published in an
anthology. Closes 11/07
Check it out now.

Creative
Writing
Ink
Short
Story Competition 2022
For unpublished stories up to 3,000
words, in any style or form, from
writers worldwide.
The winner will receive £1,000, a
Creative Writing Ink online course,
and publication on the Creative
Writing Ink website. Two runners up
will each win £200. Closes 30/09
Check it out now.

The Anthology Short Story Award
Anthology magazine runs four annual
Creative Awards. This year the Short
Story
Award
is
for
original,
unpublished short stories up to 1,500
words on the theme of 'Courage'.
The winner will receive €500 and their
story will be published in Anthology.
Closes 31/08
Check it out now.

Reader's Digest 100-Word Story
Competition
To celebrate its 100th anniversary,
Reader's Digest is relaunching the
contest
The competition is for original,
unpublished stories of exactly 100
words (not including title).
There are three categories
Closes 30/05
Check it out now.

LATEST NEWS FROM THE
MENTORING WRITERS RESOURCE
BOX PODCASTING SERIES:
In recent weeks we have seen a boost in the number of unique downloads of the
Mentoring Writers Resource Box podcasts. This has been encouraging and led us to
believe that we are offering a genuine service that writers are interested in.
If you are one of our podcast listeners and would like us to chat about a specific
subject then email us with your suggestions. And if you haven't yet listened to any
of our podcasts then why not check us out now. They are available on our website
and via all good podcast providers.

THE IMPORTANCE OF LEARNING TO MONOTASK
Monotasking is where you have learnt the ability to
concentrate on one job at a time. In this podcast we
discuss how learning to monotask will help you, not just
with your writing, but in all the varying aspects of your
life. Check out podcast no P074 for more details.

WRITING YOUR NEXT BOOK
The question is do you market your current work and
backlist or do you start writing your next book. Here we
discuss some helpful tips which will show you the best
route to choose and why? Listen to Podcast B056

https://mentoringwriters.libsyn.com/website
“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget
what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.”
Maya Angelou

BECOMING A RECOGNISED PUBLISHER
Bearing in mind the problem created by my publisher I realised that I was
left with a major decision. Do I take the time to look for a new publisher
or

do

I

consider

resurrecting

my

old

business

-

'Pen

&

Ink

Designs.' Considering the number of books involved I realised that having
the experience and having built on previous my publishing knowledge
there was no reason why I couldn't do the latter. And so I took the plunge
and relaunched Pen & Ink Designs Publishing.
Let me give you a bit more about background to the history of Pen & Ink
Designs. The business began in the late 1990's whilst I was working in the
sports and fitness industry. We produced advertorials, editorials,
newsletters and booklets relating in the main to fitness. We also worked
with Kids4Kids.org.uk by encouraging children to be fit and healthy
through sport.
In 2012 we moved into the book world when we produced our first books
including the award-winning historical novel 'Dear Friends: Letters from
Abroad.' However. the business was put on hold when we began working
with a local Welsh publisher.
Currently we publish under two imprint names - Pen & Ink Designs and
Kids4Kids. Any books published by us are done so under one of these
imprints, and that includes all those published via our old publisher.
This last year we published 8 books and have a number in the pipeline
ready to be completed. However, it is Pen & Ink Designs intention that we
will be selective in the choice of work we will undertake, with our main
efforts being for the benefit of younger writers wherever possible.
............continued...............

MENTORING
KNOW HOW?

6 SOCIAL MEDIA TIPS
FOR WRITERS

Publishing tweets and status updates is definitely different from publishing
the usual writing projects. However, that doesn’t mean that self-publishing
writers cannot benefit from being self-promoting writers, too.
Social media are amazing platforms as they offer the writer great
opportunities to connect with readers, other writers, and to catch the attention
of publishers.
Here we suggest six great ways that writers can use social media to their
advantage, so check if you are doing any or all of these things already. If not,
ask yourself if you could you add them to your day-to-day routine. Remember
there’s also a creative benefit to forcing yourself to articulate your thoughts in
a concise amount of text, a skill which is always good to have.
1. Don’t promote yourself 24/7
It’s easy to see your Twitter account, Facebook page or other Social Media
outlet as a billboard for all your work; but remember:
If you expect people to interact with your social media, it’s important to build
connections and interact with them in return. People want, nay need to interact
with other people, not with something or someone who seems to be like a
robot.
We suggest posting details about your work only 20% of the time. Spend the
other 80% highlighting other people’s work or interacting with people in other
ways. This creates an engaging, humanised account for potential readers, and
it encourages stronger connections. Meaning your postings are not just an
account that spits out links to new stories.
2. Pick platforms that you actually like to use
Don’t force yourself to create a social media account on every single platform.
Post only to those accounts you will actually use and enjoy using.
.............continued.................
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For some people that’s Tumblr, for others LinkedIn, or in some cases Instagram.
You won’t be as motivated to stick with posting something regularly if you
don’t actually like the site.
3. Utilise the “About Me” sections so they’re clear for your potential followers.
People’s attention spans online are limited! If someone does stumble upon your
social media page, they’ll quickly scan the “about me” or “profile” blurb for a
quick glimpse to see what you’re about.
People intuitively and immediately look at these spaces on blogs, YouTube
channels, etc., in order to get a quick sense of whether they should dive into
the material further or not. If you don’t have a clear and concise explanation
about you, then the chances are they won’t dig further for it. Create something
you can use across a number of social media platforms that explains the kind
of writing you do plus a little bit more about yourself, if you want to.
4. Think inside and outside the box.
Though engaging and interacting on a popular social media website is smart,
don’t forget about the smaller or more niche ways that you can use social
media to work for you.
There are a number of smart ways that Indie authors can benefit from social
media, including crowd-funding, social media advertising, and much, much
more. Social media is all about thinking creatively — something writers should
be able to do with ease!
5. Share social media success with potential publishers.
As mentioned above, being engaging and interactive is really what will benefit
you in the long run. But, if the strategy works, don’t shy away from bragging
about those numbers if you have them.
.............continued.................
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Keep in mind that a built-in social media audience can be compelling to a
publisher. If you’re trying to prove that you can sell books, build a brand. Being
able to say that you’ve grown your Twitter following into the tens of thousands
in a matter of months could be a compelling piece of information. Publishers
will probably ask about this anyway.
Remember to check out websites that offer advice on such subjects. You will
probably pick up some good ideas along the way.
6. Use it as a research tool.
Are you curious about what the readers are looking for?
Not sure how to end that story?
Wondering what colour your book cover should be?
There are tons of sneaky ways to slide questions like this into your social
media, and get some real-time feedback from your audience, especially if you
are self-publishing. Being able to engage with readers and ask such questions
can be a valuable research tool.
One cautionary thought: As helpful as social media can be in building your
brand, it can also become distracting if you become too obsessed with it. If you
are writing, turn your phone off and block those social media websites. Or just
get off the Internet altogether.
Used wisely social media can be a big win for all writers, don’t just carried
away.
Copyright: Ann Brady 2022

Read more of our blogs at www.ann-brady.co.uk or in our resources at
www.mentoringwriters.co.uk

YOUTUBE &
SOCIAL MEDIA
Time is, as we all know often short, and that is no different for me, especially as
I try to update and correct the errors in the files received from my previous
publisher. As such I have not as yet updated the Mentoring Writers Resource
Box YouTube Channel, although I have put a couple of short videos relating to a
couple of books I have published on my Ann Brady Author YouTube Channel.
I find no problem with letting this role along for now. Better to get the books
correct and back up before pushing them for sale only to find them incorrect.

WE NEED YOU...
Do you have something of interest that our listeners would enjoy hearing
about? Have you written a new book and would like the opportunity to chat
about it and the process of creating/writing it?
Have you learnt something along your writing journey that you feel will benefit
new and developing writers, and are you willing to share it with us and our
listeners?
If you would like to be 'In Conversation With...' Ann Brady of Mentoring Writers
then email us with your details to: contact@mentoringwriters.co.uk placing
Interview in the subject box.

MENTORING WRITERS RESOURCE BOX
YOUTUBE CHANNEL LINK

BOOKS
PEN & INK DESIGNS PUBLISHING
We are delighted to announce that the new edition of
Maureen Gannon's The Survival Guide for New Parents was
launched recently. It certainly brought back some happy and
fearful memories of those days after I gave birth to my two
daughters. This is a great book for any new mother, even
those who are having their second, third or even fourth child.
Maureen has obviously loved her career as a midwife and
ensures that she keeps herself up to date on what is happening
in the childbirth world.
The reviews given from the first edition and from the Beta
readers were fantastic and a testament to Maureen's expertise.
*****

We have also published a new fictional book titled The
Brampton Musketeers by author Robina Brooks (a pseudonym
of Ann Brady.)
The story is about lost friendship, re-found due to a school
reunion. It contains the details of the trials and tribulations of
the seven characters ie the Musketeers (all members of the
Brampton School Girls Netball Team) before and after they left
school. As the story contains some adult content Ann decided it
was necessary to separate this book from her alternate side of
being a children's story writer, hence the pen-name.
All books available from Amazon or www.annbradybooks.co.uk
We will be launching some new children's books in the next few
months. One for adults and two for younger readers.
Our youngest writer will be aged 11

MY NEWS
I am pleased to say that I steadily improving after my knee op, albeit with some
minor set-back when I appeared to pulled my ham-string. Heavens knows how I
did it, other than my playing football in bed whilst asleep. Still onwards and
upwards as they say. It takes time to heal and I'll get there.
Fortunately my mind set has improved and I am now snuggling down and getting
on top of things. Podcasts are coming along fine with the number of unique
downloads well over 7000. I am feeling pleased with the results.
This last Saturday was Lis's Poetry Group meeting. Being too busy I didn't manage
to write any poems. Lis was great and ready to forgive me. However, on the day,
after a quick shower I sat down and reeled off 3 short poems based on the
prompts given. I was pleased with the results. And even Lis was impressed so they
must have been good. Ha ha. Seems I'm improving. Mind you I had spent an
afternoon in the company of Arthur Cole at Maesteg listening to him give a talk
and read some of his lovely poetry.
At the end of the month I am off to Wootten Bassett to support my friend Lis
McDermott as she launches her first novel - He Is Not Worthy. This is a superb
book and I have my fingers crossed for her.
.......................continued.............................
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I am also close to helping my youngest mentee Lorella complete her picture book
- Jolly Loves Jelly. If all goes well it should be launched by the end of the month.
There is going to be one very happy young girl.
Last month I completed my share of judging the Pacific Hearts Competition that's the New Zeeland Romance Writers Competition. Once again there were
some fabulous stories. Now I am looking at The Page Turner Awards, If you fancy
having a go then enter. There are lots of prizes across a variety of subjects from
scriptwriting to mentoring to publishing to agents to audio etc etc. Entries close
end of May. This is one of the best comps going and is the third year I have
committed to judging.
I am still waiting for the audio book. The first few chapters are recorded and on
their way to the studio to be edited etc. It is quite exciting but frustrating waiting
for the first finished draft. Will keep you all posted on the results.
Finally I am becoming annoyed with technology. Well, microsoft and google to
say the least. I normally use outlook for all my emails, including my 3rd party ones
which come from my hosting server. Suddenly, google decides they wont accept
them. The air was blue, literally. The whole problem caused me to lose my email
account and a whole month of emails. Thank heavens for back-ups otherwise I
could have been really upsetting. So let this be a warning to you all - make sure
you do a back up and do it regularly because you never know when you are going
to need to recall something lost.

Ann Brady

ANN BRADY - THE FAIRY GODMOTHER FOR ASPIRING WRITERS
ANN IS A MEMBER OF:
Society of Authors (in the UK & Australia - SOA)
Society of Children's Book Writers & Illustrators (SCBWI)
Alliance of Independent Writers (ALLi Partner Member)
Romance Writers of Australia & New Zealand
Association of Freelance Writers & Journalists

STORY IDEAS - PART 2
Following on from our last Newsletter we continue with our list of story ideas.
Why not give these short story ideas a go. They may well make you think twice
about your writing problems.
More will follow next time.
5. Today at 7AM, I woke up feeling ill, but decided I needed the money, so I went
into work. At 3PM I got laid off. On my drive home I got a flat tire. When I went
into the trunk for the spare, it was flat too. Not long after a man in a BMW pulled
over and gave me a ride. We chatted and then he offered me a job. I start work
tomorrow.
6. As a father, three brothers, and two sisters of a friend stood around her
mother’s hospital bed, her mother was heard to utter her last coherent words
before she died. She simply said, "I feel so loved right now. We should have
gotten together like this more often."
7. A man friend told me he how, visiting his dad in hospital, he kissed him on the
forehead just as he passed away. About 5 seconds after he passed, he realised it
was the first time he had given him a kiss since he was a little boy. Take the
opportunity to kiss your parent often.
8. In the cutest voice, my 6-year-old granddaughter asked me if I had started
recycling. I chuckled and asked, "Why are you asking?" She answered, "So you
can help me save the planet." Chuckling again I asked, "And why do you want to
save the planet?" Her reply was, "Because that's where I keep all my stuff."
9. Visiting a friend in hospital I witnessed a 27-year-old breast cancer patient
laughing hysterically at her 2-year-old daughter's antics. It made me realise that
we all need to stop complaining about our lives and start celebrating it agai
Good luck.

Q: What is a beta reader and how do I get one?

Q&A WITH
ANN BRADY

Q: I can't write anything to a prompt. Can I
still call myself a writer?
A: Do you write? Yes? Then you’re a writer.
Period.
Writing is the only requirement for being a
writer.
You don’t have to write on command, you
don’t have to write a particular thing or
particular amount, you don’t even have to
publish or share your work. Writers write,
and that’s it.
While writing prompts can be a great
exercise for practicing writing skills and a
fun way to explore different genres or kinds
of writing, I think most writers–if being
honest–would probably admit their best
stories don’t come from prompts but their
imaginations.

CONTACT US

A: Once you've finished and edited your manuscript, it’s
vital to you as an author to get feedback. You don’t want to
send your finished work out into the world and have your
audience point out glaring plot holes or embarrassing
errors. This is where a beta reader will come in handy..
Ideally, this person should be a writer, too, or at least an
avid reader. They’ll know what sits right with them and/or
what feels wrong, and they can provide you with detailed,
constructive feedback for your work. This will go a long
way to giving your piece its final shine.
In a nutshell, use an alpha reader for first impressions, use a
beta reader for constructive feedback.
Finding beta readers isn’t always easy. A writing class may
afford you the opportunity to workshop with other writers,
or you may find local writing groups by using apps like
Meetup. One great option is the website Scribophile, which
is an online community of writers sharing their work and
critiquing others. Just keep in mind that if you’re an
amateur, and you’re receiving critiques from other
amateurs, you may not always receive the best advice.
While their feedback will be valuable, don’t feel you have
to implement every suggestion. But do accept it with open
arms and thick skin. Remember, any feedback from readers
can help you grow tremendously as a writer.
Q: How would you write a kind hearted character without
over doing their sweetness?
A: When trying to portray a character with certain
personality traits that you want, or want to avoid, it helps
to start with defining the traits. Know what behaviours to
use and which to avoid. If you need a little help with this
part, you can Google “traits of a ___ person” or
“characteristics of a ___ person,” You’re sure to find articles
featuring lists of traits common for this type of person. Try
looking at a few articles and see which traits make every
list. Compile a list of the most common ones and choose
your character’s traits from that list. You don't need to use
them all in one story.

www.mentoringwriters.co.uk
contact@mentoringwriters.co.uk

Are you a new, developing or established writer and are needing some help?
DO you need someone to discuss your storyline with?
Or maybe you need help with your finished manuscript, either with reviewing,
editing or proofreading it.
Whatever help you need we are able to assist you. For more details email us:
contact@mentoringwriters.co.uk

